The average length of scientific papers has increased by 13% to 115% (average 64%) since World War II in a wide range of English-language journals published in the USA, UK, and Japan in the fields of mathematics, physics, and chemistry as well as astronomy. The average length of letters and other short communications has also increased, by 26% in the last ten years and 76% in the last 20. Journals published in different countries and different disciplines show somewhat different patterns of growth. Changes in some journals are closely contemporaneous with changes in editorial policy or larger-scale events like wars. No two people who have examined the data have perceived the same pattern of probable causes. Suggestions include social phenomena (increases in publishing budgets and the ease of manuscript preparation, declining skills in the use of the English language, and publish-or-perish pressures in the direction of longer papers) as well as genuine increases in scientific content, perhaps even more rapid than the increases in length. The data set apparently constitutes a sort of Rorschach blot test of how one thinks science is changing and how it ought to change. The reader must, therefore, draw his own conclusions. If the sociological causes make a significant contribution to the increase in paper length, there is some hope that at least this particular aspect of the literature explosion can be controlled without detriment to scientific endeavor.
Introduction
Readers of PASP do not need to be told about the scientific literature explosion. Our desks are piled higher and deeper with more papers by more authors in more journals on more specialized topics than ever before. Several years ago, the editor of the Astrophysteal Journal (Abt 1981) called attention to another aspect of the phenomenon: within the major American journals of astronomy and astrophysics there are now also more words per paper than ever before. The rise in mean paper length started shortly after the Second World War and has been monotonie and more than linear with time since, so that a typical 1980 paper is nearly three times wordier than a typical 1910-40 one. This is far from the only factor in the literature explosion; but it is not negligible either. If paper lengths in American astronomy had stayed at the 1950 level, we would, today, have only ten times as much to read as then, instead of 15 times as much per month! I developed an interest in the phenomenon when Harris (1983) identified a similar trend in both European and American astronomical letters publications. Despite editors' avowed intent to favor short communications over long ones, the average letter is 30% longer today than it was ten years ago. In fact, the mean 1982-83 letter, at about 3100 words (or equivalent space in equations and figures) is a shade longer than the mean 1910-40 paper at 2900. One is left wondering (a) whether astronomers are different from other scientists in this logorrhea and (b) whether average paper lengths could be correlated with any obvious properties of the science being presented or of the conditions of its publication.
The data assembled in section II, presented in section III, and discussed in section IV are the result of this wondering by the present author. Table IA lists the journals and years examined for mean paper lengths. The number of papers in each sample is given in parentheses. Asterisks indicate years in which the sample does not include all the papers published that year (because the total number was much larger than needed to provide a statistically significant sample and the journal format made determination of paper and page numbers tedious). The U.S. journals are listed first, then U.K., and Japanese, in the order mathematics, physics, chemistry, and astronomy. Astronomy in the U.S. is represented by Abt's (1981) composite data on the Astrophysical Journal (Ap. /.), Astronomical Journal (A./.), and PASP. Table IB contains the same information for the corresponding letters sections and journals, plus Physics Letters B, published in English in Holland, in the same order, except that mathematicians do not seem to produce short communications.
IL The Data Base
The journals were chosen on the basis of colleagues' responses to the question: "What is the most prestigious journal published in your field in the U.S. (U.K., etc.) < CU míNinovor^vOví I ^ I ON I CO I r^. r--<ί· cN oo oo ίο «en ι ON ι-I »ij" r-< On Γ-Ι
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cm cm cm h«. cm /~\ cm cm s-\ ^-s ooot-ir^-i-iONCMr^cNicNicoi-Hcor^<tcM<fvOLor^.Lr)r^-vûinvo<}· I CM ICO I CM I CM I CO I LO I OV I <f I 00 l<f that covers a broad range of topics?" The volumes included in the sample are those available in the UC Irvine (UCI) physical sciences library in a format that made it possible to enumerate pages and papers accurately without having to examine absolutely every page of every volume. This excluded some society publications for years when scientific papers, obituaries, meeting reports, and short news items were intimately intermingled and no table of contents or classified index was bound with the volume. The data are less than perfect. Abt (1981) and Harris (1983) appear to have examined individual pages and included fractional parts appropriately. But in the present sample, a volume that consisted of X pages containing Y papers was recorded as having papers of mean length X/Y, even though bottom portions of some pages may have been empty. This introduces a discordance between journals that run papers together on the pages (e.g., letters to the editor in /. Amer. Chem. Soc.) and those that leave blank half pages (e.g., Phys, Rev. Letters) or full pages (e.g.. Mon. Not R. Astron. Soc.) between papers. Of the journals in the sample, only the Ap. J. (which switched from leaving blank pages to starting papers on either odd or even pages a few years ago, but which was correctly treated in the Abt sample) appears to have changed its policy on this over the period surveyed. Thus the blank-page problem should not affect conclusions on how paper length changed in a particular publication.
Most of the journals have changed their format at least once during the survey period, sometimes drastically (e.g., splitting into sections by subdiscipline A few format changes, associated with changes in editors, etc., were accompanied by large changes in the population of authors publishing and the kinds of papers published. This resulted in large sudden changes in mean paper length, which are, however, real and not an artifact of page size etc. The only question is whether, e.g.. Journal of Physics, which is here assumed to be a direct continuation of its predecessor, Proc. Phys. Soc. (London) should properly be regarded as << really ,, the same journal.
For each sample volume, numbers of items and the pages occupied were recorded separately for full papers and short communications (letters to the editor, notes, new compounds, etc.), ignoring obituaries, prize lectures, meeting reports, and the like. Dividing pages by papers and normalizing as described above yielded mean paper length as a function of time for the various publications. Finally, in order to facilitate comparisons among journals, mean paper lengths were normalized by taking ratios to the 1950 values for each publication. This was the year most of the Japanese journals began publishing and is early enough to catch most of the postwar rise. Most of the letters publications do not go back this far and were, perforce, normalized to 1980-83. The data for Ap. J. (Letters) and M.N.RA.S. (pink pages) is that of Harris (1983) .
During the early years of the century, when most journals were small, it was necessary to look at all volumes published and combine, e.g., 1908-12, to get a statistically significant sample. This binning can obscure interesting features in paper numbers and lengths associated with world events (wars, depressions). One representative journal is, therefore, presented in detail in section III. More recently, some journals have published thousands of papers per year, while a few hundred seemed enough for the present purpose. The asterisks in Tables  IA and IB indicate years in which the number of papers examined and listed in the tables is less than the total number published, by a factor anywhere from two to ten.
III. Results
The raw data reveal a variety of phenomena not directly pertinent to the subject matter of this paper. Most of them are qualitatively not surprising. Physicists publish more than mathematicians (and not just because there are more of them). Chemists like to have lots of coauthors. The number of pages printed per year has increased enormously in the physics, chemistry, and astronomy journals since 1950, but much less in the mathematics journals. Changes in editorial policy and format can cause large changes in submission rates as well as in paper lengths. A 1930 issue of any journal differs from a 1980 issue in having a much larger fraction of authors whose names one recognizes, titles one can understand, and papers that one feels vaguely were seminal to something or other. And so forth. These peripheral points will not be discussed further here. Table II shows mean pages per paper as a function of time for the journals listed in Table I . Virtually all columns show increases from top to bottom, occasionally monotonie (Ann. Math.), more often with bumps and wiggles (Phys. Rev., J. Phys.). The five-year binning has obscured some structure that may be significant. Table  III therefore presents the data in full detail for J. Chem. Soc. London, chosen because it contained enough papers each year to give meaningful numbers and because the UCI collection goes back to the beginning of the century. Asterisks in this table indicate years when page format changed. After the first such change, the pages-perpaper column gives first the raw number and then the value normalized to pre-1932 pages. Table III shows very clearly the enormous drops in paper numbers associated with both World Wars. All U.K. journals show these; the U.S. ones show only a WWII effect. Paper lengths do not change systematically through the wars, which is itself interesting. 1903-07 1908-12 1913-17 1918-22 1923-27 1928-32 1933-37 1938-42 1943-47 1948-52 1953-57 1958-63 1964-68 1969-73 1974-78 1979- 1903 1904 1905 1906 1907 1908 1909 1910 1911 1912 1913 1914 1915 1916 1917 1918 1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 1929 1930 1931 1933 1934 1935 1936 1937 1938 1939 1940 1941 *1942 194-3 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 *1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 Pages/paper thereafter are corrected since the youngest researchers were systematically removed from the publishing populations. The drop in paper length during the depression (common to several journals, but not universal) was a surprise to me. Data on journals published in Germany, where severe economic pressure set in earlier would be interesting in this context. Figures 1 and 2 show mean paper lengths normalized to 1950 = 1.00 for the individual journals, for averages by country and discipline, and for the total main journal and letter samples. All journals were given equal weight in all years for which there is data on them (mostly because weighting by paper numbers would have disenfranchised the mathematicians and astronomers completely; in 1960, for instance, /. Chem. Soc. London published more papers-1022-than all the mathematics and astronomy journals put together-777). The letter Fig. 1 -Changes with time in mean paper length for the twelve main journals surveyed, normalized to 1950 = 1.00. Circles and solid lines are mathematics journals; diamonds and uneven dashes are physics; triangles and short dashes are chemistry; and squares and long dashes are astronomy. sample had to be fudged, since some did not exist in 1950. They were first normalized to 1980-83 = 1.00, the average calculated for each five year bin, and then the numbers all divided by the 1950 average value.
Increases in paper length between 1950 and 1980-83 range from 13% to 115%, with an unweighted average of 64%. This drops to 40%, however, if we set the Japanese baseline year at 1955, when the effects of the immediate postwar wood-pulp shortage had largely disappeared. The 13% minimum value belongs to M.N.R.A.S. and the 115% maximum to /. Math. Soc. Japan. After renormalizing the Japanese data, J. Chem. Soc. London, J. Am. Chem. Soc., and the American astronomy journals tie at 82-85% for largest increases Disciplinary and national averages are mathematics 77%, physics 27%, chemistry 93%, astronomy 82%, U.S. 65%, U.K. 45%, and Japan 85% (but only 20% after 1955). Every reader can surely find something in these numbers to support his most cherished preconceptions.
Among the letter sections and journals, ten-year increases range from 5% (/. Am. Chem. Soc.) to 38% {Bull. Chem. S. Japan) and 20-year increases from 40% {Bull. Chem. Soc. Japan) to 170% (/. Phys. London). The averages are 22% in ten years and 74% in 20 (vs. 15% and Figure 1 . In the upper half, "Total" represents the average of the twelve main journals surveyed and "Letters" the average of the nine letters journals and sections. 29% for the associated main journals). Such a trend persisting over half a century would give us 12,000-word "letters", equivalent to the average 25-page Annual Review article.
No two journals or averages show precisely the same pattern. Some features that I think may be important or informative are: (a) the universality of postwar increases in mean paper length, (b) the very steep rise in letter lengths since 1960, (c) the differences among disciplines, (d) the differences among national averages, including the rapid Japanese decompression 1950-55 and the late, but nearly exponential, U.K. takeoff, and (e) the flattening in the astronomy curve 1960-75. The reader is invited to look for, and attempt to interpret, other trends.
IV. Discussion and Interpretation Abt (1981) and Harris (1983) suggested several possible reasons for the increasing length of astronomy papers and letters. Two were intrinsic to the science being reported (a drop in the ratio of "discovery" papers to "modeling" papers; and a genuine increase in the perpaper content of new science) and one largely extrinsic and sociological (changes in editorial policy to exclude uninterpreted observational data). The scientific literature explosion as a whole might similarly have causes either in the nature of the science being presented or in the conditions under which it is published (or both). The point of trying to make the distinction is, of course, that the sociological factors can, and probably should, be changed to slow down the explosion, while the internal scientific ones probably cannot and should not be.
The present larger data set has been looked at by two professional historians of science (HI and H2 below), the editors of two other journals (E and E 7 ), and a distinguished colleague whose active scientific career spans about two-thirds of the period surveyed (C), as well as the present author (A). Each saw evidence for different sorts of causes for the increase in mean paper length. The qualifications of the first five to interpret such data are obvious from their background. A can claim no such special expertise. She has, however, at least seen the titles, authors' names, and lengths of most of the papers indicated in Table IA and IB and, in addition, has for the past decade been in the habit of writing out brief abstracts of the astronomical papers that appear in about two dozen physics, astronomy, and interdisciplinary journals. This has left some impression of how much that is new to the average reader appears in these current papers as a function of their length.
The following paragraphs present hypotheses and supporting data suggested by these five people. In general, H2 and Ε have perceived scientific factors, and HI, E', C, and A sociological ones.
One of the trends mentioned at the end of section III looks to A like a possible confirmation of the discovery vs. modeling effect suggested by Abt and Harris. The rapid growth in astronomy paper length leveled off during the brief "gee whiz" discovery era from the identification of quasars (1963) through the microwave background (1965) and pulsars (1968) to the Uhuru X-ray sources (1971) . Then rapid growth resumed, perhaps as Harris (1983) suggested, because astronomers turned from reporting to explaining. Hesitation in accepting this explanation comes from the fact that the leveling is a sum of increasing American paper length, constant PA.SJapan length, and falling M.N.R.A.S. length. This particular hypothesis cannot really be tested by comparison with the other sciences because mathematics operates rather differently (something brand new is at least as likely to appear in a long paper as in a short one), while physics and chemistry cover so much territory that eras of discovery in one subdiscipline will be cancelled by eras of development in others. H2, along the same lines but more broadly, describes long papers as a signature of mature disciplines and suggests testing this by looking at the literature of newer ones like anthropology as well as at 19th-century trends in the physical and mathematical sciences. Given a long enough base line, one would expect cycles of long and short papers as new fields open up, mature, and taper off. Library resources currently available to the author do not permit carrying out these tests; the work involved is probably a couple of person-weeks. On this hypothesis, the current lengthening of astronomy, etc., papers is a natural, temporary phase, which can be expected to pass without any special effort on our part.
Ε believes that the dominant factor in producing longer papers is greatly increased scientific content. He regards the extreme pervasiveness of the phenomenon as evidence for this-all science is becoming increasingly complex and, therefore, needs more space for explanation. All the other factors discussed above and below are, on this hypothesis, secondary causes that have merely slowed or enhanced the basic growth. If this is so, then we must apparently resign ourselves throughout the foreseeable future to continuing increase in the length of papers that contain significant new results. The growth not only should not be stopped, but probably cannot be. Ε notes as a specific example orbits of visual binary stars, which used to be published one by one. They now appear in sets of 3-30 (e.g., in Astr. and Ap. Suppl.) or as a couple of lines in an l.A.U. Information Bulletin, representing a ten-fold increase in content per paper. A would remark, however, that the current papers are generally shorter than the old ones, because (a) fewer of the raw data appear and (b) methods of orbit determinations have been standardized and no longer need to be described. This case is perhaps a better example of H2's hypothesis than of E's, if the subfield of visual binary orbit determination can safely be called post-mature. A is not entirely persuaded of the primary importance of increased scientific content as a cause of rising paper length, because what must really ma :ter is not the absolute content but what is new to the intended reader. This affects how an author presents (or should present) his observational, experimental, or computational methods, the results, comparisons with previous work, and implications as well as introductory material. And the average modem paper is read by a much narrower, more specialized, and better prepared audience than were papers of earlier generations.
C, who also questions the primacy of increased content, suggests testing the relationship between length and content by giving a graduate class a recent journal issue and asking each member to rewrite one of the papers, giving the essential information in what he regards as the most concise possible form.
A suspects that the main causes of postwar paper lengthening are sociological and subject to modification: Authors basically want to write long papers rather than short ones (that's why editors of camera-ready conference proceedings give you a maximum number of pages to fill, not a minimum). Referees find it easier to ask for expansions of difficult points than to provide detailed recommendations on how to rewrite for clarity. And some of the external pressures that once opposed the trend have relaxed or shifted.
Why long papers? First, it's easier. Winston Churchill is supposed to have said that he would need a week to prepare a five minute speech on an important subject, but if you wanted an hour-long one, he was ready immediately. Second, they are rewarded. Methods of evaluating scientists for promotion and tenure have, in recent years, tended to attach high value to substantial papers in refereed journals (and also to letter publications, of which more later). Third, C suspects that postwar authors may have to use more words than prewar ones did to express the same quantum of thought because they have not learnt English grammar as thoroughly and systematically. A, in turn, believes (but does not have the data to prove) that the fraction of authors in the journals surveyed who are not native speakers of English has increased with time and wonders if this may also contribute.
E' points out the referees' effect with an extract from a typical, though composite, report: "This paper is too long. The authors should be more specific about their observational techniques. They should explain their statistical tests more completely. They should cite more previous work. They should discuss my theory. They should...."
What are the external pressures and how have they changed? Some are purely mechanical. C points out that the work-per-page in preparing a paper for publication is a good deal less now than it was before the war when (particularly in Britain) diagrams were drawn by hand in India ink on Bristol board and most "manuscripts" really were written by hand. The advent of word processors and computer graphics is rapidly lightening the workper-page still further. This may be ominous! HI noted two other effects on ease of publication. First, budgets for the purpose have increased enormously since the war, lightening in another way the burden of producing long papers. In addition, teaching loads within science departments at large universities have dropped from a prewar norm of 3-4 courses at a time to 1-2 or even less, leaving more time for publishing research as well as doing it. This last is more important for physics and mathematics than for astronomy in the U.S. An examination of 322 institutional affiliations listed by Ap. J. authors between 1926 and 1933 (Vols. 64-78 apart from a few missing issues) shows 124 at Mount Wilson and another 94 at Yerkes Observatory-70% of the total. (The first 322 affiliations listed in 1980 spanned 124 different institutions and no one contributed more than 5% of the total.) A believes that policies announced and enforced by journal editors can constitute an important source of external pressure on paper lengths. Several of the main journals show effects closely correlated in time with changes in editorial policy. The three Japanese publications in 1950 all had and enforced stringent length limits, which they attributed to extreme difficulty in getting enough paper to produce the journals (Japan imports all her wood-pulp). Almost 2/3 of the entire postwar growth in these journals occurred over the next five years, as those limits were gradually relaxed. Papers in these journals are rather short to this day-though not as short as American papers would be if we had to write them in Japanese! Annals of Mathematics is unique in showing an almost monotonie increase in paper length over the whole century. This apparently results from increasing editorial determination to publish only thorough discussions of fundamentally new ideas, which, in mathematics, means long papers (Rector 1984) . Finally, within American astronomical journals one-and twopage papers have been nearly eliminated by a communal and editorial decision that observational data must be accompanied by interpretation to be publishable.
A also thinks it significant that letters have grown even more rapidly than standard papers. Some of the changes closely parallel changes in editorial policy. For instance, the mean paper length in Phys. Letters Β rose from 3.6 pages in 1973, when the rule was "maximum length not to exceed three printed pages," to 4.6 in 1983, when instructions read "should normally not exceed four pages." In Prog. Theor. Phys., permitted letter length has nearly tripled since 1950, from 1000 words to 250 (roughly 11-word) lines. Mean letter length has increased by about the same factor, from 1.33 to 3.42 pages. Ap. J. (Letters) has maintained a nominal four-page limit which is, however, exceeded by a much larger fraction of published letters now than ten years ago (and the pages are bigger). Phys, Rev. Letters and J. Amer. Chem. Soc., on the other hand, have held firmly by their length limits (3.5 pages and 1000 words, respectively), but the average letter has crept asymptotically toward the maximum allowed. Table IV shows the trends for Phys. Letters Β and Phys. Rev. Letters. A has a strong impression that the high prestige associated with getting one's work into many of the letter publications has encouraged authors to push constantly at the length limits so as to squeeze in contributions that should really be full papers. This is not an original idea! At the other end of the length spectrum, C points out that prewar publication of extended contributions quite often took place in journals like Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. and in the form of books, both of which fall entirely out of the present data sample, but are clearly much less often utilized now than formerly. A is uncertain whether to attribute the change primarily to authorial inclination or editorial policy.
Editorial policies are obviously not formulated in vacuo but reflect the perceived wishes of the communities the journals serve. They therefore provide an indirect but effective way for scientists-as-readers to exert forces on scientists-as-authors to control paper lengths or other aspects of publication.
Finally, there are clear differences among countries and subjects. Within the earlier data, several averages show rises in mean length during the ebulient 20s followed by fairly rapid falls during the depression. A suspects causes related to the economics of both doing and publishing research. The late, rapid rise in the U.K. curve looks to A like the result of social pressures of the "publish or perish" sort, which appeared later there, but are by now arguably even stronger than in the U.S., owing to government policies on the financing of science. Ε believes that the physics curve has grown more slowly than the others because of a trend toward splitting research results into small quanta so as to yield longer bibliographies.
It is left as an exercise for the reader to decide whether other differences among disciplines and nations are what he would have expected, based on knowledge of his colleagues. These expectations can be tested by collecting data on journals in other fields (geology, biology, electrical engineering .. .) and from other nations. The only research tools required are a large library and a strong index finger. At least the latter should probaby be one's own.
V. Conclusions and Exhortation
What, if anything, we should think and do about the gradual increase in the length of papers in the physical sciences depends almost entirely on what we perceive to be the main causes. If, as Ε believes, the main cause is increased scientific content, then we should on the whole welcome the phenomenon as a sign of health in our endeavors, though still striving to write our own papers with the maximum possible clarity and conciseness. On this hypothesis, modest continued growth in mean paper length is probably unavoidable.
If, on the other hand, the current growth epoch is a natural phase coinciding with a particular stage of maturity in the physical sciences, as H2 suggested, then the cycle will probably take care of itself, and mean paper lengths in due course drop without any special effort in that direction. Finally, A believes that the absolutely universal nature of postwar paper growth, despite the very different kinds of things being done in the several disciplines, along with most of the other trends and correlations discussed above strongly suggests driving by forces external to the kind of scientific research being reported. This, in turn, provides some hope of moderating at least one aspect of the current exponential literature growth. Other aspects-appearance of new journals, numbers of publishing scientists, numbers of papers per author, and so forth-require separate investigation. Unfortunately, the sociology of publication, curricula vitae, and professional advancement is such that each author's doing what he perceives as best for himself is unlikely to lead to the best possible result for the scientific community as a whole. Perhaps we need a sort of Social Contract among authors, editors, referees, readers, and sponsoring agencies. Most of us function in two or more of these capacities, and so have both opportunity and motivation to do something about paper numbers and lengths via private action in the mean time.
I am grateful to Drs. Helmut A. Abt, Stephen G. Brush. Paul W. Hodge, Karl G. Hufbauer, and William H. McCrea for their comments on these data and their interpretation.
